Aim:
To establish how Hitler consolidated his power as Fuhrer

Adolf Hitler

Nazi State Terror

Was it better to be feared than loved?

How did Hitler keep control of Germany?
The Terror State

Propaganda

Secret police called the
Gestapo would spy on
and arrest enemies of
the state.
SS were responsible
for running the
concentration camps.
Everyone was scared of
being arrested by the
Gestapo and being put
in a concentration camp.

Mass Rallies, Posters
and Propaganda films.
Keeping Control
of Germany

The Nazis controlled
and censored the radio
& newspapers.

Popularity

School children were
indoctrinated with
Nazi ideas at school.

Ripping up the
Treaty of Versailles.
Creating Jobs

Hitler Youth & the
Young Maidens.

Any attempt to gain or uphold any different ideas will be ruthlessly
dealt with as a symptom of illness which threatens the healthy state.
To discover the enemies of the state, watch them and make them
harmless is the duty of a political police force. In order to fulfil this
duty, the political police must be free to use any means necessary.
Nazi police state

Himmler
SS
Hitler’s bodyguard

Waffen SS
Deaths Head Unit

SD

Gestapo

The Courts

Show Trials

Roland Freisler

“Hush Speak through a flower.” It seemed a curious answer.
Because I looked puzzled, it was amplified: “Do not speak of the
government or party members unless you praise them”.

"You are fortunate to have come here. This is a good camp. Here
you will work and get fed. Of course, if you expect to eat, you will
have to work for it and as long as you work, you will get along fine.
Now, it is prohibited to possess any silver, gold, money, or jewellery
- therefore, if you turn it in now, you will not be punished…
Just at this moment, someone moved in the ranks. Felix whipped
out his gun and shot him on the spot, then resumed without a
pause: "Now, when I finish speaking, I want you to turn in your
valuables, such as gold, silver, diamonds, and currency."
After the war George Topas recalled meeting for the first time
Reinhold Felix, the commandant of the camp in Budzyn

• Originally the SS was set up in 1925 as Hitler’s private bodyguard
with 240 men
• During the 1930’s it expanded to 240,000 and was put in charge
of all other police and security services – it did not have to act
within the law
• SS members were expected to be racially pure, perfect German
manhood and married to racially pure wives
”We have about one case of homosexuality a month,
they will be publicly degraded, expelled, and handed
over to the courts… They will be sent to a
concentration camp and shot, while attempting to
escape. Thereby, the healthy blood which we are
cultivating for Germany, will be kept pure”

• Security Force set up to monitor Nazi
opponents
• Reinhard Heydrich was it’s leader
• SD kept a card index with details of
everyone it suspected of opposing the
Nazis or Germany government in
Germany or abroad

How did the Terror State Work?
• Everyone knew someone who knew someone else who had
been in a concentration camp.
• Favourite joke amongst Germans at this time: A man goes
to the Dentist. The Dentist says: ‘Open Wide.’ The man sits
up and says: ‘Not in front of a stranger.’
• Favourite Saying amongst Germans: ‘Speak through a
Flower.’
• 800,000 Germans were imprisoned from 1933 – 1945 as
‘Enemies of the State.’
• 500,000 were executed by being shot in the neck.

• Hitler’s non uniformed secret police
• Set up in 1933 by Goering, placed under SS control in 1934
• Heydrich became it’s leader in 1936 AS A RESULT…
- Hitler had created a unified police and security force with the
SS and SD and the Gestapo working in parallel to it, reporting
suspicions.
• Gestapo SPIED on people with a spy network and TAPPED their
phones.
• In 1939 alone, 160,000 people were arrested for political
offences
• The Gestapo had permission to use torture when questioning
suspects and gaining ’confessions’

• The main weapon of the Gestapo was fear because they
couldn't tell them apart from other members of the public
• They could take suspects without trial and many families would
be told they had died whilst in custody, many were sent to
concentration camps
• The Gestapo reputation was bigger than the force with only
30,000 compared to 80million police officers but people feared
them more.
Video: Pianist – Warning intense scenes

How did the Terror State Work?
You are imprisoned
for up to six months
doing hard physical
labour.
You are handed
over to the SS who
run the
concentration
camps.
By signing this form
you are giving your
consent to be put
into a concentration
camp.

When you are
released you tell
everybody what has
happened to you

Fear
Days or maybe weeks
later you are
interviewed and
asked to sign form
D11

Gestapo Spies
inform on you

You are woken up by
the Gestapo at 1 am in
the morning and told
that you have 5
minutes to pack your
bags.
You are arrested
and thrown into a
cell at the police
station

Resi Video
‘Ilse Sonja Totzke is a resident next door
to us… I noticed her because she is of
Jewish appearance … I should like to
mention that Miss Totzke never responds
to the German greeting [Heil Hitler]. I
gathered from what she is saying that her
attitude was anti-German. On the
contrary she always favoured France and
the Jews. Among other things she told me
that the German Army was not as well
equipped as the French … Now and then a
woman of about 36 years old comes and
she is of Jewish appearance … To my
mind, Miss Totzke is behaving
suspiciously. I thought she might be
engaged in some kind of activity which is
harmful to the German Reich.’

Who wrote this?
What is it saying?
Why do you think they wrote it?

What happened to Ilse Sonja Totzke?

RAVENSBRUCK CONCENTRATION CAMP FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN

• Set up to manage the 150,000 people under ‘protective arrest’
• Ran and managed by the SS and remaining SA
• Dachau 1933 was the first
• Camps were located away from cities and public gaze
• Communists

• Germans who bought from Jews

• Social Democrats

• Pacifists

• Jews

• Radical Christian Organisation

• Trade Unionists.

• Anyone who criticised Hitler or the
Nazi Party.

• Work Shy
• Homosexuals
• Gypsies

• Intellectuals

Enemies of the State
• A list of German women
who were seen
purchasing goods from
Jewish shops.
• Printed to scare or
terrorise other people
into not buying from the
Jews.

In 1933 there were 3 crimes that carried the death penalty
in Germany.
By 1943 there were 46.
Why do you think the Nazis considered each of the following to
deserve the death penalty?

•
•
•
•
•

Breaking into the house of a soldier during the war
Having a sexual relationship with a Jew
Telling an anti-Nazi joke
Stealing towels, a sheet and a pillow from an air-raid depot
A mugging committed by someone who had a criminal record and
came from a family of criminals

• Hitler knew that the charges and allegations brought against people
would not be successful at court, so he took control of the courts with
judges who were biased in favour of the Nazis
• All judges had to join the ‘National Socialist League for the Maintenance
of the Law’ – Any judge who displeased Hitler was denied membership,
this meant all judges supported Nazi ideas
• Judges were told that the interest of the Nazi Party were more
important than the law
• Judges decided innocent or guilty & punishment, not a jury
• The new ‘People’s Court’ was set up to hear all cases of treason, judges
for this court were handpicked and trials were in secret – There was no
right to appeal in the ’People’s court’, between 1934 and 1939, there
had been 534 people sentenced to death for political offences, a rise
from just 8 between 1930 and 1932.

Video: Sophie Scholl’s trial

